Purpose: To investigate the elementary temporal properties of electrically evoked percepts in blind patients chronically implanted with an epiretinal prosthesis.
Introduction
The first efforts to develop an electronic visual prosthesis started in the late 1960's [1] [2] [3] [4] . Since then, different approaches for restoring vision via electrical stimulation have been proposed. Among these, retinal prostheses are probably the most advanced approach, as demonstrated by ongoing human clinical trials.
Electrical stimulation of the retina is envisioned as a promising means for restoring some kind of visual perception to blind patients suffering from degenerative diseases of the retina like retinitis pigmentosa (RP) and age-related macular degeneration (AMD) 5, 6 . In these diseases, the light sensitive cells in the retina (photoreceptors) are lost while second order retinal neurons (bipolar and ganglion cells) are relatively preserved [7] [8] [9] [10] . Thus, an electrode array implanted on the inner (epiretinal implant) or outer (subretinal implant) retinal surface could be used to directly stimulate the surviving cells and attempt to transmit an "artificial image" to the brain.
Significant research efforts have paved the way from the initial concept to the development of prototypes ready to be tested in human clinical trials (see e.g., 6, [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] ). The feasibility of the approach was established through acute in-vivo experiments on normally-sighted subjects and blind patients. The first studies yielded encouraging results [17] [18] [19] . Electrical stimulation was delivered to the surface of the retina under local anesthesia and visual percepts were successfully elicited in all patients tested. In general, the localization of percepts corresponded well to the site of stimulation and when multiple electrode stimulation was used, multiple discrete phosphenes forming shapes corresponding to that of the stimulation pattern were reported. Another group attempted to further investigate perception thresholds and the relationship between the pattern of electrical stimulation and the perception induced 20, 21 . Despite important inter-subject variations, this study yielded similar basic proof-of-concept results.
These studies were followed by substantial technical efforts to develop devices adequate for chronic human use.
To date, five groups have launched human chronic clinical trials: (1) Optobionics, Inc. 22, 23 (Palo Alto, California, USA) carried out the first attempts of implantation on human volunteers.
Improvement of visual perception and/or slowing of vision loss were reported in areas adjacent and distant to the implant. Only 4 out of the 10 implanted patients reported intermittent "phosphene-like lights" at the actual location of the implant. These results combined with animal studies 24 suggested that this device induced some kind of neurotrophic effect, but that the improvements in visual function observed were unrelated to electrically evoked visual percepts.
(2) Retina Implant AG 25 (Reutlingen, Germany) led a clinical trial during which eleven blind patients were implanted with a subretinal prosthesis for a period of 4 months. The device consisted in an array of 1500 microphotodiodes (each with its stimulation electronics) and another array of 16 externally controlled (wired) electrodes allowing for direct stimulation of the retina. Results of psychophysical testing have been reported for 3 patients. All three were able to perform simple visual tasks, such as discriminating the orientation of a group of 4 adjacent electrodes stimulated simultaneously (e.g., horizontal, vertical, oblique), detecting light projected onto the microphotodiode array, and localizing bright large objects (e.g., dishes) on a dark 6 . Patients reported discrete phosphene perception upon stimulation and 3 of them performed better-than-chance on simple visual tasks 30, 31 . studies cited above were of short duration, which limited the amount of data that could be collected. Since our center in Geneva participates in the Argus™ II clinical trial, we took advantage of the possibility of long-term access to human experimental subjects to study in detail the temporal properties of the visual perception evoked by electrical stimulation of the retina and the influence of some basic stimulation parameters.
Methods
The countries and institutions where the study is being conducted. All implanted subjects had a confirmed history of RP with remaining visual acuity of 2.9 logMAR 2 or worse in both eyes.
Written consent was obtained from all subjects and the device was implanted in the patients'
worse-seeing eye. More details on the trial and the Argus™ II device can be found in previous publications 32, 34 .
Subject selection
Nine subjects, selected based on their availability for testing, were recruited from 3 European sites participating in the trial: the Geneva University Hospitals (Geneva, Switzerland), the Moorfields Eye Hospital (London, United Kingdom), and the Quinze-Vingts National Eye
Hospital (Paris, France). Details on the subjects are presented in Table 1 .
2 Measured by an adaptive four alternative forced choice (4FAC) square wave grating test 31 . 
Experimental procedure
Subjects were presented with single stimulation trials separated by long pauses of at least 60s.
Single trials consisted in biphasic pulse trains (cathodic first, 0.46ms per phase) of variable pulse rate (5, 20, 60 pulses per second -pps). To complete the characterization of the timecourse of brightness perception 3 stimulus durations were evaluated (1, 10, 60 seconds -s). A group of 2x2 adjacent electrodes (QUAD) was simultaneously activated and stimulation amplitude was set to the upper comfortable level (UCL). We used QUADs instead of single electrodes because they elicited larger visual percepts, easier for the subjects to describe accurately, and because their thresholds were lower. For each subject, the tested QUAD was selected: (i) to have low threshold (i.e., to maximize the available dynamic range 3 ) and (ii) to be as close to the fovea as possible. The distance from the center of the tested QUAD to the fovea is presented in Table 1 .
During the initial trials in each experimental condition, subjects were asked to verbally describe their visual perception paying particular attention to the time course of brightness. The same stimulus was repeated as many times as necessary, until they felt comfortable with the words they used for their description. They were also asked several questions regarding the time course of brightness.
In subsequent trials subjects were requested to mimic or "plot" the time course of brightness using a joystick (vertical axis only; see For each stimulus condition, subjects were allowed to practice ad libitum. Figure 2 presents examples of data collected during the last 5 trials of a 20pps, 10s duration stimulus for S3. The subject systematically perceived a very bright phosphene (10/10 rating) at stimulus onset, but this bright percept lasted only a fraction of the entire stimulus duration. Then, brightness dropped rapidly to 5/10 -7/10 ratings and slowly faded to background brightness.
Stimulus offset was not accurately perceived. As it can be seen from the plots in Figure 2 , trialto-trial reproducibility was remarkable despite the relative complexity of the task. We therefore decided to merge the 5 last trials collected in each condition and to present averaged data (±SD) in all subsequent results presented in this paper.
Finally, to verify the accuracy of subjects in providing a quantitatively precise estimation of brightness with the joystick, they were also asked to provide verbal estimates of brightness in a ц10 scale at critical time points of the response. Figure 2 shows an example of these brightness estimations for S3, superimposed to the averaged joystick plot (green dots in the bottom right Plotting the time course of brightness: subjects had to describe the variations in the brightness of percepts during a stimulation trial using the vertical axis of a joystick. The central position of the joystick corresponded to "background brightness" while "push" and "pull" positions were used to correspondingly depict percepts brighter or darker than "background brightness". plot). As it can be seen in the graph, this particular subject was quite accurate in matching verbal estimations with joystick data. 
Results
Figure 3 presents the averaged joystick plots (±SD) of each subject for a 10s stimulus at 20pps.
They all reported that a well-localized spot in their visual field lit up immediately at stimulus onset. All subjects attributed a brightness level of 10 to this event. However, out of the 9 subjects tested, only S6 described that this initial well-localized percept remained stable and lasted for the entire duration of the stimulus. For subjects S3, S4, S5, and S8 this initial percept lasted only 2 to 5s, while the remaining subjects (S1, S2, S7, S9) experienced a short duration, flash-like initial percept that lasted less than 0.5s. Afterwards, this well-localized percept "exploded" into a much less localized and lower brightness visual sensation. In addition, some subjects reported a brightness reincrease at stimulus offset that was most often brief (S1, S2, S4) but could also last several seconds (S7). Finally, note that subject S2 described a percept that became "darker than background" upon ongoing stimulation.
The considerable differences observed across subjects cannot be explained by experimental error. First, trial-to-trial reproducibility was very good in all cases (look at the small experimental SDs in each subject's plot). Second, for every subject we replicated the same measurements in the same experimental condition in sessions that were several weeks apart. The result was always virtually the same (within experimental error). Finally, we also observed that overall subjects were quite accurate when estimating brightness with the joystick, as revealed by the superposition of subjective brightness estimations (green dots in the plots of Fig. 3 ) over the averaged joystick plots.
From the plots in Figure 3 , it is clear that the time course of brightness perception is complex and that, except for one case, it differs substantially from the time course of stimulation. During these joystick experiments we asked subjects to concentrate exclusively on brightness.
However, this was a difficult task because they spontaneously and persistently reported that the size and color of percepts also changed during electrical stimulation. It thus appeared mandatory to complement brightness measurements with subjects' verbal reports describing the evolution of the quality (e.g., color and/or shape) of percepts. Table 2 summarizes subjects'
descriptions. After analyzing all their comments, two general observations can be drawn. First, it is clear that only initial white/yellow percepts seem to be localized and bright enough to be used to construct a "useful" image. All subjects agreed on that statement. Second, past these initial instants, perception changed into what was most often described as dimmer and "shapeless"
percepts covering large regions of the visual field and having different color. This second perceptual phase was qualified as much less useful (if useful at all) to reconstruct an image. Table 2 . Subjects' verbal descriptions of the time course of brightness perception to 20pps, 10s duration stimuli. The corresponding average joystick plots (see also Fig. 3 ) are included for comparison.
Subject

Joystick plot Verbal description
S1
Well-localized and bright percept of white color in the beginning followed by gradually decreasing brightness and becoming a very poorly defined blue "fat" line ("a light without shape"). Poorly localized and small reincrease in brightness at stimulus offset.
S2
Brief (<0.5s), well-localized and bright percept of white/yellow color followed by an immediate decrease in brightness that changed rapidly to a "darker than background" percept. Poorly localized and medium reincrease in brightness at stimulus offset.
S3
Well-localized and bright percept of yellow/orange color in the beginning, which after 2s-3s gradually decreases in brightness and "grows like an explosion" to fade into the "background". Stimulus offset difficult to detect.
S4
Well-localized and bright percept of white/yellow color remaining stable for about 5s which then disappears into the "background". Well-localized and large reincrease in brightness at stimulus offset.
S5
Well-localized and bright percept of yellow color in the beginning, fading into a "darker than background" percept at the end. "Background" at stimulus offset.
S6
Well-localized and bright percept of white/yellow color that remains stable for the entire duration of the stimulus. At stimulus offset the percept changes to a blue light that fades into the "background". S7 Brief (<0.5s), well-localized and bright percept of white color, immediately followed by a "dim reddish light" extending all over the visual field. Poorly localized and small reincrease in brightness at stimulus offset.
S8
Well-localized and bright percept of white/silvery color in the beginning, followed by a dimmer orange light extending all over the visual field. Stimulus offset difficult to detect.
S9
Brief (<0.5s), well-localized and bright percept of white/yellow color followed by a very dim « shimmering sensation » that disappears at stimulus offset. Figure 4 presents the averaged joystick plots (±SD) of each subject for a 10s stimulus at 5pps.
Varying stimulation pulse rate
Subjects S6, S8, and S9 reported similar joystick plots at this lower stimulation pulse rate than at 20pps (compare to Fig. 3 ). For the remaining 6 subjects, lowering the stimulation pulse rate influenced the time course of brightness in different ways. For example, at 5pps S1 reported a substantially longer-duration percept (double the stimulus duration) than at 20pps. In contrast, in the same stimulation condition S3 reported a substantially shorter-duration percept than at 20pps. Finally, at 5pps both "darker than background" percepts and reincreases in brightness observed at stimulus offset at 20pps were practically suppressed. Figure 5 presents the averaged joystick plots (±SD) of each subject for a 10s stimulus at 60pps.
The joystick responses of subjects S6, S8, and S9 were similar to those obtained at the two lower stimulation pulse rates. For the remaining subjects, the effect of increasing the pulse rate was again variable. Subjects S3 and S4 reported substantially shorter-duration percepts at 60pps than at 20pps. Subjects S2 and S5 reported enhanced "darker than background" percepts. Finally, the 60pps stimulation pulse rate tended to augment (or in some cases reveal) the brightness reincreases observed at stimulus offset. It is interesting to note that S4 reported that at 60pps the brightness reincrease appearing at stimulus offset was considerably brighter than the initial flash-like percept appearing at stimulus onset. Figure 6 presents the averaged joystick plots (±SD) of each subject for a 1s stimulus at 20pps. An interesting observation from this figure is that 3 out of the 9 tested subjects reported percepts that lasted longer than the stimulation. This was most striking for S1 and S8, where brighter than background percepts lasted as long as 10s. At this shorter stimulus duration, S2
Varying stimulus duration
was the only subject to report a reincrease in brightness at stimulation offset. Figure 7 presents the averaged joystick plots (±SD) of each subject for a 60s stimulus at 20pps.
Five subjects (S1, S3, S7, S8, S9) reported percepts whose time course was similar to that observed at 10s. For the remaining subjects, a few observations deserve to be highlighted. S2 described, after the initial flash-like and "darker than background" percepts, a brightness reincrease that disappeared beyond 30s of stimulation. S5 described a "darker than background" percept after approximately 5s which remained fairly stable for the remainder of the stimulation. Subjects S4 and S6 reported that, after the initial stable percepts that lasted approximately 5 and 12s, percepts disappeared completely for the remainder of the stimulation.
It is interesting to note that S6, the only subject who reported the "ideal" time course of brightness for 10s duration stimuli at 20pps (i.e., a stable and bright percept lasting for the entire duration of stimulation), observed a fading percept beyond 12s of ongoing electrical stimulation.
In other words, for very long stimulation durations, this subject's perception also had a dynamic and fading behavior, as observed for the other 8 subjects. Finally, the brightness increases observed at stimulus offset were generally enhanced at this long stimulus duration.
Additional experiments
Finally, in some subjects, we varied other parameters for control: stimulation amplitude (half and double the UCL), pulse width (3ms per phase), testing the four single electrodes composing the tested QUAD separately, and testing an additional QUAD located as far as possible from the originally tested QUAD. When changing the stimulation amplitude to half or double the UCL, subjects described percepts as less/more bright in general but the time course of perceived brightness was similar (within experimental error). Percepts elicited by single electrodes were always reported as being smaller and less bright, but the time course of perceived brightness was essentially the same (within experimental error). As observed when varying stimulation pulse rate, we observed no general, systematic difference between the joystick plots obtained with a longer pulse width of 3ms or when testing a different QUAD.
Discussion
Nine blind subjects using the Argus™ II Retinal Stimulation System participated in this study.
They were asked to characterize their elementary visual perception upon electrical stimulation of their retina. Out of the nine tested subjects, only one reported a well localized, bright percept appearing at stimulus onset and lasting the entire duration of a 10s stimulation trial. The others also reported well localized and high brightness percepts at stimulus onset, but these percepts did not remain stable and well localized. Instead, they faded more or less rapidly, changing into different visual sensations which were described as being dimmer, poorly localized (covering large areas of the visual field) and having different color. Consequently, we can suppose that in every-day use of their retinal implant these subjects are confronted to a difficult task: that of reconstructing images based on fading and changing percepts.
Intuitively, the amount of time during which precise visual information is available to subjects should have an impact on the visual performance that could be achieved with the device. In other words, not only should percepts be sharp and well-localized, they should also last long enough for the brain to be able to reconstruct meaningful images. For example, it seems tremendously difficult to achieve accurate vision with flash-like percepts. Then, how much time should a well-localized and stable percept last for the brain to be capable of grasping the necessary information to reconstruct a patterned image? It is well known that in "normal" vision visual information is exclusively gathered during fixations 4 , except special situations 35 . Normallysighted viewers have typical fixation durations of 200-250ms during reading and of 260-330ms during scene perception 36, 37 . The simple fact of restricting the number of characters visible at once (visual span) during normal reading significantly increases average fixation duration, and more than 400-500ms are required for single character visual spans 38 . Current electronic retinal 4 Fixations are brief periods of time during which the eyes remain fairly stationary, between saccades
36
. prostheses provide very low resolution and a very limited "visual span". Therefore, patients using these devices might require significantly longer "fixation" or "perceptual" times to grasp the necessary information. Indeed, we observed that in the visual tasks tested within the framework of the clinical trial 32, 33 , performance was generally poor for subjects where the duration of the initial, well-localized and high brightness percept was below 2s. This was particularly true for tasks having the most stringent spatial vision requirements such as character recognition (da . For example, the best score achieved to date in the grating visual acuity test 33 (1.8 logMAR) was achieved by S6, the only subject for whom the initial well-localized percept lasted the entire duration of the 10s stimulation trial. To our knowledge, none of the subjects participating in this study that experience flash-like percepts have been able to score reliably on this test (1.6 -2.9 logMAR scale). We did not perform statistical analyses against performance data given the limited dataset available. However, this observation suggests a "minimum percept duration" to make practical use of the Argus™ II retinal implant.
One fundamental issue to be addressed is why electrical stimulation of the retina in human subjects elicits such variable and dynamic visual percepts. While the contribution of adaptation mechanisms at structures high along the visual pathway cannot be excluded [39] [40] [41] , there is some evidence suggesting it might be related to the complexity of retinal circuitry. Retinal prosthesis development was based on the fact that bipolar and ganglion cells are relatively spared in RP 7, 8, 10 and AMD
9
, making them good targets to electrical stimulation. We do not know which retinal cells are being primarily activated by electrical stimulation of the retina in our subjects, but primarily activating one type of cell or another could have a significant effect on the type/quality of the elicited percepts. On one hand, animal studies suggest that the best strategy to achieve good temporal resolution would be to activate ganglion cells directly and avoid indirect activation through the retinal network [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] . On the other hand, it has been postulated that the activation of the inner retinal network might result in better spatial resolution than the direct stimulation of ganglion cells 47 . Once the best neural targets in severely degenerated retinas have been identified, selective stimulation methods should allow for a better general outcome across patients.
Another interesting observation to be highlighted is the variability observed in the results, within and across subjects. In a given condition, the time course of brightness perception described by subjects was considerably different from one to the other. In addition, varying stimulation pulse rate had very different effects in each subject. This non-systematic behavior is very difficult to interpret. Therefore, to further explore these variations we tried to analyze separately the initial well-localized, high brightness percept described by subjects as "useful" to construct an image.
We calculated the duration of the initial "stable" percept -which we called the First Well
Localized High Brightness (FWLHB) phase -at the three stimulation pulse rates tested. The duration of the FWLHB phase was computed as the amount of time that the joystick response remained above a brightness level of 7. This brightness criterion is somewhat arbitrary, but subjects were consistent in reporting that perception became shapeless at lower brightness levels. Figure 8 compares the duration of the FWLHB percept for all 9 subjects, at the three pulse rates tested. The effect of stimulation pulse rate on the duration of the FWLHB percepts was also very variable. Subjects S2, S5, S7, and S9 showed virtually identical results in all stimulation conditions. For the others, changing the stimulation pulse rate influenced the duration of the FWLHB percept in different ways. For example, subjects S1 and S6 5 had the longest FWLHB percept durations at 5pps. The longest FWLHB percept durations were obtained at 20pps for subjects S3 and S4, and at 60pps for subject S8. One way repeated measures analysis of variance confirmed that, overall, the stimulation pulse rate did not significantly influence the duration of the FWLHB phase (F 2,16 = 0.318, p = 0.73). Yet, an interesting outcome of this analysis is that, for some subjects, there is an "optimum" stimulation pulse rate for obtaining the best FWLHB percept duration results.
What are reasons underlying this large variability? We checked for possible correlations between the duration of the FWLHB phase and relevant patients' data, such as age at implant and time blind before implant. Due to the heterogeneous distribution of the different cell populations across the retina 48 , we also investigated correlations between the duration of the FWLHB phase and the eccentricity of the tested QUAD. None of these variables correlated with the duration of the FWLHB phase (see Table 3 ). All the previous non-systematic observations go in line with concerns raised by experts in the field of retinal remodeling. In retinal diseases like RP, retinal circuits are progressively remodeled through ongoing neural death, cell migration, and rewiring resulting in anomalous synapses [49] [50] [51] [52] . Furthermore, there is considerable variation in the progression of the disease and the remodeling process depending on the different RP variations. If the retinal circuitry is significantly remodeled and in different ways for each subject, it is reasonable to assume that the perceptual response to electrical stimulation would also differ considerably. Indeed, it has been proposed that patients with some residual cone function might be better candidates for retinal prostheses since the integrity of the inner retinal layers could be better preserved 52 . In future studies, the relationship between the implanted patients' particular phenotype-genotype and the nature of their perceptual response to electrical stimulation of the retina should be thoroughly investigated. In addition, other retinal degenerations suitable for rehabilitation with a retinal prosthesis (e.g., AMD) should also be considered.
Conclusion
The perceptual response to electrical stimulation of the retina can be very different across subjects. Previous studies both in blind and normally-sighted patients have already reported substantial differences in perception thresholds, shape/color of percepts, as well as performance [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] 25, 28, 53, 54 . The present study demonstrates that the temporal properties of percepts evoked by electrical stimulation of the retina have a dynamic behavior that can vary substantially from subject to subject. Furthermore, only initial percepts at stimulation onset seemed to be useful to reconstruct a patterned image. Unfortunately, for several subjects the duration of such initial percepts was very short. Appropriate coding of a patterned image under such conditions appears challenging and will require careful selection of stimulation parameters. Significant research efforts are required to:
(i) understand how and why perceptual responses vary across patients, (ii) determine the optimum stimulation strategies, and (iii) if necessary, improve screening methods so that the candidates having the best rehabilitation prospects can be appropriately identified.
